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miffy is Dick Bruna’s 
best known and most 
popular character

Featured in more than 30 books, far more than 
any other charactered he created, miffy is loved 
by children all over the world. Uncomplicated 
and innocent, with a positive attitude, miffy 
instils a sense of safety and she is always open 
to new experiences. Children can relate to miffy 
and enjoy sharing her many adventures. 

In the Netherlands, miffy is known as “nijntje”, 
which derives from the Dutch word “konijntje”, 
meaning “little bunny”. This is a logical name for 
people who speak Dutch, however may not be 
so for other languages. As “nijntje” may be 
difficult to pronounce for non-Dutch speakers, 
and because there are so many different words 
for “bunny” in other languages, Dick Bruna’s 
little bunny (or could say “nijntje”) is simply 
known to all as miffy. The name does not have 
any special meaning however is recognizable 
and relatable to all (or other) languages.
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miffy’s flower garden
including flowerbook

#p-1201

Tulipa 
Darwin Mix
Bulbs: 15
Size: 11/12
Height: 16-20”

(40-50 cm)

Narcissus Large 
Cupped Yellow
Bulbs: 5
Size: 10/12
Height: 14” (35 cm)

Muscari 
Armeniacum
Bulbs: 20
Size: 7/8
Height: 6” (15 cm)

miffy floral mosaic
#p-1202

Muscari 
White Magic
Bulbs: 70
Size: 7/8
Height: 4-10”

(10-25 cm)

Muscari 
Armeniacum
Bulbs: 30
Size: 7/8
Height: 4-10”

(10-25 cm)

With eyes and 
mouth from miffy
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Phone: (905) 358-2852
Email: canada@devroomen.com
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miffy with ruler  
in cylinder

Get the children involved! miffy 
includes a waxed Amaryllis bulb 
and a ruler so children can track 
its height as the Amaryllis grows.

Our handmade wax amaryllis  
bulb is a specially selected large 
size bulb that does not need  
water. It holds enough energy to 
grow and bloom. This wax bulb 
has an image of miffy and only 
needs time for the beautiful flower 
to come out. The growth can be 
measured with the miffy ruler.

miffy amaryllis wax bulb with ruler
#p130905

Bulbs: 1 bulb • Size: 32/24
Height: 18-24” (45-60 cm)
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